“What can be more terrible than a battle at sea, in which both fire
and water unite for the destruction of the combatants.”
 Vegetius, On Things Military, xiv
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THE FIRST PUNIC
WAR & THE FIRST
ROMAN NAVY … THE
STORY ‘EVERYONE’
KNOWS …
The old story from the Italian dawn of naval
history
•

how the Romans of 264 B.C. were no
seafarers,

•

they came of conservative agricultural stock,

•

they faced their first unavoidably maritime
war with distaste,

•

they bowed to the task with the determination
nevertheless, and that they won it in the end
by means of …

•

pluck in the face of long adversity and …

•

one remarkable mechanical invention …

THE FIRST PUNIC WAR …
Farmers who haven’t sailed defending farmers (and traders) who have
Against a predatory business culture that does almost nothing else
The quarter century …
264
A Roman ‘direct
run’ at Carthage
ends in disaster
265
The disastrous
misunderstandings
at Messana – the
war begins

Appius Claudius
Pulcher tries to
invent a Roman
navy ‘from
scratch’

261
Gaius Duilius
invents the
“corvus” fleet
A string of
victories follow
…

256-54
Rome invests effort and
lives in a game-ender
using the “corvus fleet” –
storms kill tens of
thousands

241
Catulus, a
Roman
admiral, finally
knows how to
sail.
Victory at the
Aegates Islands

241
Carthage
buys its way
out of the
war …

APPIUS CLAUDIUS PULCHER
Rather than accept GreekItalian help building a fleet,
Pulcher’s forces …
•

Captured a few Carthaginian ships
and had Roman carpenters study
them, once pulled onto the beach

•

Built replicas as volunteer Italians
practiced rowing on benches
(nearby on the beach)

•

Sailed to catch the Carthaginians
operating on Sicily’s north coast to
achieve surprise …

•

‘won’ the first morning’s assault but
lost the campaign (and the ships
began sinking) …

•

Was censured by the Senate for
religious mistakes conducting the
war

GAIUS DUILIUS

Took over command of fleet operations
and began winning within a year …
because of the ‘clever invention,’
• Which used the same Roman farm
carpentry skills and intuition
• Which did not require fresh training
• Which used conventional Roman
infantry

THE “CORVUS” (OR ‘CROW’)
ADAPTED A SMALL ROMAN WOODEN
BRIDGE DESIGN
… in this case using a mast-rope swivel and a
spike at the raised end likely used normally
to bridge irrigation ditches between Roman
crop fields.
The bridge could link fields or raise to keep
livestock out of them. The spike held the
bridge in place when dropped.

ROMANS WERE, AFTER ALL, GOOD CARPENTERS FOR FARMING
AND PRACTICAL PURPOSES
Archeology has more than confirmed the Roman-Italian
farmers knew what they were doing when building
what they knew and understood ….
And they did have the new members of
the Republic along the Greek coast of
Italy to ask about ship-building …

But after the pain of the war against Pyrrhus
(which had just ended) their pride seems to have
insisted on ‘do it yourself’ approaches

DUILIUS ACTIVELY ENCOURAGED CARTHAGINIAN SHIPS TO ATTACK
He sailed his leaking vessels right up to Carthaginian formations, harassing the
deck archers but maneuvering clumsily until they moved to ram his ships …

• … and stormed his Roman
land fighters onto the other
ship, the ship he preferred …
• At which point the usual
lesson learned from his
tactics is that he …
• “turned a sea battle into a
land battle”
• (which Romans could win)

The bargain he got preserved
Latin pride, and substituted
good, captured, Carthaginian
ships for poorly constructed
Roman vessels

THESE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE INTUITIVE CHOICES VISIBLE IN THE NEW ROMAN FLEET
At Ecnomus, tasked with escorting an invasion fleet toward Africa, the Romans
still attempted to attract a Carthaginian attack, but in a triangular formation
with strongpoints at the ‘peaks’ …

… and which substituted good,
captured, Carthaginian ships
for poorly constructed Roman
vessels

•

This appears
to be an
adaptation of
the Roman
“land camp”
Polybius found
so intriguing

•

The triangle
keeps the
cargo-troop
vessels inside,
but eliminates
the ‘trailing
point’ that
would have
allowed
Carthaginian
ships to pick
off his
stragglers
(slowestmoving or
least
competent
vessels

BUT THE WIN AT ECNOMUS
CREATED DISASTER
Sailors still unfamiliar with the
Mediterranean winds took the invasion
fleet southwestward toward Africa,
running into winter gales from the
northwest
The ‘corvus’ bridges caught the wind,
the fleet rolled and sank … killing
perhaps 40,000

• Followed by another 10-20,000 lost
reserved that were committed to find the
first lost fleet

• Roman politics dissolved into
demonstrations, protests, religious panic

IN THE 240’S ROME FINALLY GOT
AN ‘ADMIRAL’ WHO LEARNED TO
SAIL …
C. Lutatius Catulus replaced the ‘corvus’
bridge with the ‘harpax,’ ballistae
(bolt-throwers) mounted down the sides of
the ships.
The relief below shows the new ballistae
mounted almost like ‘age of sail’ cannon …

• But a decade of anxiety and clumsy sieges around the rim of Sicily
had passed, and another storm took perhaps another 6-10,000 lives
• Finally, at the Battle of the Aegates Islands (241), not only did the
‘harpax corvus’ work, but Catulus – spotting bad weather – stowed
all his ships’ masts and maneuvered into position stealthily by oar
…
• Carthage was defeated by seamanship and bought its way out of the
war within months

Intuitive solutions are helpful at times – they use what we know,
and allow us to solve problems ‘in house’ … culturally or
personally …
But they can also cost
us heavily …
The real world is full
of challenges that
require pooling our
skills and improvising
what we can do into a
blend with what
someone else can
teach us …

D. P. WICK

The issue is one of
strategic ‘poise’ – the
ability to balance
skills and comfort
zone but remain
‘centered’ enough to
be able to ‘lean,’ learn
and adapt

